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Abstract 
This thesis has addressed the theoretical and design problems associated with the 
development and construction of a compact, low-noise magnetic gradiometer 
suitable for the space environment. The demands of industrial and space 
applications defined the required gradiometer parameters: gradiometric base below 
40 mm and noise below 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5. A low gradiometric base is required due to 
constructional constraints or the need for a precise estimate of the magnetic 
gradient. It is also advantageous in detection of the fast-decaying response of small 
and weak magnetic field sources in the environmental noise which can have 
gradient character.  
The sensor types for the non-cryogenic, low-noise compact gradiometer were 
selected as anisotropic magnetoresistors (AMR) and fluxgate, both suitable also for 
space environment. I have studied the crossfield effect for both fluxgate and 
AMR’s, which I have verified by measurements. I have addressed  the high 
crossfield response of race-track fluxgates with planar, etched cores for the first 
time. I have also participated in deriving a novel algorithm to suppress the 
crossfield response of AMR’s.  
At first, I have used off-the-shelf AMR and fluxgate sensors for compact 
gradiometers. I have developed an original dBx/dy PCB fluxgate gradiometer for 
magnetic field mapping and a novel mine-detector with AC excitation based on a 
4×4 array of dBz/dz AMR gradiometers. I have also calibrated and astatized a state-
of-the-art axial fluxgate gradiometer, where I have proposed an unconventional 
astatization method. 
To meet the specifications, I have developed two miniaturized low-noise 
fluxgate sensors - a novel, 20×11×2 mm3 race-track and a 20×20×8 mm3 ring-core 
sensor. Field annealing of the 12-mm diameter ring-core enabled its magnetic noise 
to be decreased down to 7 pT·Hz-0.5@ 1 Hz - this is the lowest noise of sensor of 
this size and type found in literature. I have also tested the parameters of the 
developed sensors (noise, offset) and confirmed their suitability for space-grade 
applications. The size of the developed sensors allowed to reduce the gradiometric 
base below 40 mm and also to propose a 46×46×46 mm3 full-tensor gradiometer.  
Significant part of the research is designated to the development of a novel, 
original concept of gradient feedback, which has been used in two types of fluxgate 
gradiometer to overcome the stability problems of the state-of-the-art, compact 
instruments. The “single-core” gradiometer had a gradiometric base of 40-mm and 
the original “dual-core” gradiometer with 30-mm base has finally met the noise 
requirement of 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz. Gradiometer astatization has been carried 
out with the novel method and real-world measurements are presented. Up to 90 dB 
CMRR has been achieved which also using the gradiometer allows in applications 
faced by high common-mode fields, as in UXO detection and biomedicine. 
Abstrakt 
Disertační práce se zabývá teoretickými a konstrukčními aspekty při vývoji 
kompaktního, nízkošumového gradiometru využitelného v kosmickém výzkumu. 
Požadavky z průmyslové sféry a kosmického výzkumu definovaly cílové parametry 
gradiometru: gradiometrická báze menší než 40 mm a šum gradiometru pod 
1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz. Malá báze gradiometru je dána konstrukčními omezeními 
nebo potřebou precizního odhadu magnetického gradientu jako veličiny. Je také 
výhodou při detekci rychle slábnoucí odezvy od slabých zdrojů magnetického pole 
v zarušeném prostředí s možným gradientním šumem.  
Pro nekryogenní, nízkošumový kompaktní gradiometr jsem vybral anizotropické 
magnetorezistory (AMR) a sondy fluxgate, oba typy vyhoví pro kosmické prostředí. 
Studoval jsem tzv. crossfield efekt u obou typů senzorů; u AMR jsem jeho průběh 
potvrdil měřeními. Zaměřil jsem se na velkou odezvu oválných fluxgate sond 
s planárním jádrem, kterou jsem poprvé vysvětlil. Také jsem se podílel na odvození 
nového algoritmu pro potlačení crossfield efektu u senzorů AMR. 
V počáteční fázi jsem se zabýval vývojem kompaktních gradiometrů 
s dostupnými magnetickými senzory. Vyvinul jsem původní dBx/dy fluxgate 
gradiometr pro magnetická mapování se senzory vyrobenými metodou tištěných 
spojů a minohledačku se střídavým buzením, nově založenou na poli dBz/dz AMR 
gradiometrů. Dále jsem kalibroval a astatizoval precizní, axiální fluxgate 
gradiometr; kde jsem navrhl netradiční, zjednodušenou metodu astatizace. 
Za účelem dosažení stanovených parametrů jsem vyvinul dva miniaturizované 
typy nízkošumových fluxgate sond: originální sondu s oválným jádrem „race-track“ 
(20×11×2 mm3) a sondu s kruhovým jádrem o průměru 12 mm (20×20×8 mm3). 
Díky žíhání v magnetickém poli bylo dosaženo snížení magnetického šumu 
kruhové sondy pod 7 pT·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz, což je nejnižší šum publikovaný v literatuře 
pro tento typ a rozměr sondy. Z testování parametrů vyvinutých sond (šum, offset)  
jsem potvrdil jejich vhodnost pro kosmické aplikace. Rozměry vyvinutých senzorů 
dovolily snížení gradiometrické báze pod 40 mm a umožnily také navrhnout 
tenzorový gradiometr s rozměry 46×46×46 mm3.  
Významnou část výzkumu jsem věnoval vývoji gradientní zpětné vazby – tento 
nový, originální koncept byl použit ve dvou typech fluxgate gradiometrů a umožnil 
překonat problémy se stabilitou současných kompaktních gradiometrů. S jejím 
využitím jsem vyvinul tzv. „jednojádrový“ fluxgate gradiometr s gradiometrickou 
bází 40 mm a nový, „dvoujádrový“ gradiometr s bází 30 mm, který splnil 
požadovanou specifikaci šumu 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz. Gradiometry byly 
astatizovány vyvinutou metodou a jsou prezentovány výsledky z jejich nasazení 
mimo laboratoř. Potlačení souhlasných polí je až 90 dB což umožňuje využití 
gradiometrů i v aplikacích, kde jsou takováto pole přítomna, jako vyhledávání min 
a nevybuchlé munice a také v biomedicíně. 
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1. Introduction 
This thesis is motivated by the need for a compact, stable, low-noise magnetic 
gradiometer with a gradiometric base less than 40 mm that is usable for geophysical 
exploration, NDT/UXO detection, biomedicine and space applications. 
The magnetic gradient as a quantity is estimated only by difference 
measurements – the smallest possible sensor spacing (the gradiometric base) should 
be used to estimate the gradient tensor components precisely. The gradiometric base 
may also be limited by the restricted operational area of the gradiometer. An 
example is the vertical drilling application of Vector Magnetics Inc. Their need is to 
fit the gradiometer to the 40-mm borehole diameter. Another example of size 
restriction was the NASA/ESA application of an onboard service gradiometer for 
the LISA project [Jennrich 2009]. The tensor gradiometer should fit into a cube of 
46×46×46 mm3 in this case – it was supposed to replace the cubic test-mass during 
magnetic cleanliness testing. In NDT, geophysical prospecting, archaeology and 
UXO detection, a small gradiometric base and thus small overall sensor size is a 
benefit if the gradiometers are to be towed or moved. A sensor array can be formed: 
the scanning time decreases as the scanning area increases [Stolz 2006].  
A small gradiometric base will also improve the performance of the 
gradiometers for detecting magnetic particles in biomedicine in unshielded 
environments due to better attenuation of environmental noise which can have 
gradient character. However, the magnetic moment of a single Fe particle may be as 
low as 10-12 A·m2, which leads to the use of SQUID gradiometers with low 
gradiometric bases in magnetopneumography [Boháková 2003]. If the 
ferromagnetic dusts in lungs were magnetized with a strong DC field, their 
remanent magnetic moment increased up to 10-4 A·m2 in the case of strongly 
exposed objects [Stroink 1982, Navrátil 1999]. This made possible to use a 10-cm 
gradiometric base fluxgate gradiometer in magnetopneumography [Tomek 2006]. 
The response of super-paramagnetic particles used as markers in biomedicine is 
several orders of magnitude lower, and generally requires SQUID gradiometers 
[Pankhurst 2003]. [Ludwig 2005] has shown that the relaxation Neel amplitude is as 
low as 1 nT for 1 µl of the DC-magnetized Fe nanoparticles, which was however 
successfully measured with a fluxgate gradiometer in an unshielded environment.  
If the gradiometric base is decreased, both the sensor size and its noise have to 
be decreased. As an example, the LISA instrument should have gradient noise PSD 
less than 0.3 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 at 1 Hz. The down-hole drilling application has a relaxed 
requirement of 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 [Ripka 2012]. As the gradiometric base is limited at 
the same time in both cases, the overall size of each sensor is limited to 20 mm to 
fulfill the requirements. Assuming a 30-mm base, the 1-Hz sensor noise cannot be 
greater than 20 pT·Hz-0.5 in the down-hole drilling application, and for LISA it 
should be smaller than 7 pT·Hz-0.5. This is a tough requirement and requires further 
development of compact, low-noise magnetic sensors. 
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1.1 Theoretical background 
1.1.1 Magnetic field gradient  
As a result of the Maxwell equation 0=×∇ H , supposing a current-source free 
application and a vacuum, we can define the magnetic flux density vector B in 
orthogonal coordinates [Ida 2004]: 
 ( ) ( ) FBBB zyx −∇=∇−=== ψµµ 00,, HB   [T]  (1.1) 
 
The magnetic flux density B is thus a negative gradient of the scalar potential F, 
and can therefore be considered as zero-order gradient tensor.  
 
If we define the magnetic gradient as a spatial derivative of the B vector, we get 
the (first order) 3×3 gradient tensor matrix: 
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Considering again 0=×∇ H  in the absence of currents, we get the following 
properties of the tensor matrix elements 
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As a result, the gradient matrix has off-diagonal symmetry (∂Bi/∂j = ∂Bj/∂i). 
 
Further, as a consequence of the Maxwell equation 0=⋅∇ B , we can write 
 
0=
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+
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         (1.6) 
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Thus the gradient tensor contains only 5 independent components. For example, 
only the following components are required to describe the gradient tensor 
completely: 
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By applying the ∇  operation also to the magnetic gradient (1.2), we get higher 
order gradients. 
 
An important case to be considered is the magnetic field created by a dipole 
source. The scalar potential created by a dipolar field in vacuum can be written as: 
 
( ) 304 rF ⋅
⋅⋅
=
pi
µ rm
r          (1.8) 
 
Where r is the position vector, its size 222 zyx ++=r  is the radial distance 
from the dipole source and m is the magnetic moment of the dipole. 
 
Then for example for m = (0, 0, mz), and a position vector r = (0, 0, z) with a 
distance |r| = z, we get using Eq. 1.1: 
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If we further apply the ∇  operation to Eq. 1.9, we get for the ∂Bz/∂z component 
of the gradient tensor: 
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As a consequence, the dipolar field decreases with the 3rd power of the distance 
z, but the dipolar field gradient decreases with the 4th power. 
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1.1.2 Gradient estimation by magnetic field measurement 
The components of the magnetic field vector used for calculating the magnetic 
gradient are measured with vectorial magnetic sensors, either standalone or in 
orthogonal triplets.  In the real world, due to finite sensor size and noise, the 
magnetic gradient components are however only approximated by the difference of 
two spatially separated sensor readings - see Fig. 1.1. For example for two sensors 
in the x axis at a distance d=x1-x2 (the so-called gradiometric base), which are 
reading Bx1 and Bx2, we can approximate the gradient component using the 
derivative definition: 
 
x
B
d
BB
xx
BB
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B xxxxx
d
x
∆
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=
−
≅
−
−
=
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→
21
21
21
0 )(lim     (1.11) 
 
The size of the gradiometric base clearly influences the estimate of the magnetic 
gradient, mainly if the magnetic field has higher order spatial derivates. An 
important case is the field of a magnetic dipole (Eq. 1.8). 
 
For a single-axis gradiometer, [Merayo 2001] introduced a correction term 
which takes into account the gradiometric base d and the distance z from the dipolar 
source aligned in the z-direction:  
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For example, an instrument with a gradiometric base of 50 cm will for a 50-cm 
distance from the dipolar field source exhibit an error greater than 220 %. For less 
than 10 % error, the required z/d fraction is >3.  
 
The influence of finite sensor distances on the tensor gradiometer for a tensor 
gradiometer constructed from 7 and 10 sensors, respectively, was studied by 
[Huang 2010], who showed that in order to decrease the error, a common crossing 
point of all gradiometric bases should exist. Huang proved that 7 is the minimum 
number of vectorial magnetic sensors needed to measure all gradient tensor 
components, if arranged according to Fig. 1.2. The size of the cube is the 
gradiometric base d, and Huang showed that for the distance z = 100 m a 
gradiometric base d = 2 m would yield 8 % error in the magnetic gradient but up to 
30 % error in dipole localization. 
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Fig. 1.1 – A gradiometer using two 
orthogonal sensor triplets, from [Merayo 
2001] 
Fig. 1.2 – A 7-sensor tensor 
gradiometer, from [Huang 2010] 
 
1.1.3 Gradiometer performance 
As a result of Eq. 1.11, the sensitivity of a gradiometer is limited by the finite 
resolution of vectorial sensors and by the gradiometric base d. In addition, sensor-
to-sensor matching and misalignments of their sensitive axes limit the performance 
of a gradiometer in large common-mode fields. 
1.1.3.1 Gradiometric base selection 
The gradiometric base is selected as a compromise between gradiometer 
performance and its application. Sensor noise and sensor size are reasons for 
increasing the gradiometric base in order to increase the detection limit, if the errors 
arising from Eq. 1.12 can be tolerated or corrected.  
 
A. The effect of sensor size.  
The size of a sensor may vary from fractions of a millimetre for 
magnetoresistive sensors, Hall sensors and other chip-scale sensors to several 
centimeters for bulk fluxgate sensors [Ripka 2010]. In this case the packaging size 
determines the smallest gradiometric base, which is then limited to ( )212
1
ii lld += , 
where li1 and li2 are the sensor dimensions in the respective axis. Sensor size not 
only determines the minimum gradiometric base, but also causes integration of the 
spatial derivative across the sensor element volume, which in turn decreases the 
sensitivity [Rühmer 2012]. In the case of a tensor gradiometer, sensor size also 
restricts the configuration of other sensors in the gradiometer head (Fig. 1.2). 
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B. The influence of sensor noise.  
Sensor noise poses a limitation due to the basic equation Eq. 1.11. In the case of 
uncorrelated white noise, the noise of the gradient component can be rewritten as  
 
d
BB
x
B NXNXNx
2
2
2
1 +
=
∆
∆
       (1.13) 
and if the noise is equal, it simplifies to  
    
d
B
x
B NXNX 2
=
∆
∆
                       (1.14) 
For example, a 10 pT uncorrelated white noise of each sensor in a distance 
d = 1 m results in 14 pT·m-1·Hz-0.5 white gradient noise. For equally performing 
sensors with d = 0.1 m, however, the noise is 10× higher. For correlated sensor 
noise, the situation is more complicated: if there were perfect noise correlation, the 
gradiometer noise would be zero, but this is only a theoretical situation.  
1.1.3.2 Gradiometer errors  
All gradiometers are affected by finite suppression of homogeneous fields, i.e. a 
finite common mode rejection ratio, due to differences in the sensor-to-sensor gain 
factor, A/D conversion errors and, above all, due to geometrical imperfections of 
sensor orientations. For an axial gradiometer, these errors were analyzed in [Merayo 
2001]. 
Considering an axial gradiometer (∂Bi/∂i) with a parasitic response ∆BP due to 
the presence of the aligned common-mode field BCM (or a projection of an 
unaligned common-mode field), we can define the common-mode rejection ratio: 
 
dG
B
B
BCMRR
P
CM
p
CM
⋅
⋅=
∆
⋅= log20log20        (1.15) 
 
It is evident that when decreasing the gradiometric base d, higher CMRR of the 
gradiometer is necessary to keep the same parasitic response GP (in gradient units). 
As a consequence, as the gradiometric base decreases, the requirements on sensor 
matching and alignment rise. In addition, the CMRR of the signal processing 
electronics and ADCs will introduce further errors. 
The most usual common-mode field is the Earth’s field, with a magnetic 
gradient less than 15 pT·m-1 [Campbell 2003] and intensity around 50,000 nT in the 
northern hemisphere. When moving the gradiometer in the Earth’s field, e.g. in 
airborne or manual geomagnetic measurements, these errors may be large enough to 
mask the required instrument response. 
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The effect of finite gradiometer CMRR is shown in [Chwala 2012]. In the 
airborne, highly balanced 
SQUID towed gradiometer 
with a gradiometric base of 
35 mm, the 80 dB CMRR, as 
defined by precision 
lithography, increased after 
compensation with the least-
squares fit for each tensor 
component to more than 
130 dB. This would yield 
2 nT·m-1 error using Eq. 1.15 
for 50 µT common-mode 
field variation.  
 
 
 
 
1.1.3.3 Gradiometer astatization 
Astatization of the gradiometer, i.e. minimizing the response to common-mode 
fields, is the key issue in real-world measurements with large common-mode fields. 
Balance is usually obtained mechanically. [Merayo 2001] used adjustable screws at 
the second sensor head for his fluxgate gradiometer. 
Misalignments of the sensors can also be calibrated and compensated using 
redundant information about the disturbing homogeneous field. A “redundant” 
triaxial magnetometer is commonly used, as shown in [Chwala 2012], [Pei 2009] 
and in [Kumar 2005]. The calibration technique mostly relies on least-squares fit or 
scalar-calibration [Merayo 2005]. However, the calibration relies on the presence of 
a homogeneous magnetic field without any magnetic gradients.  
For a mechanically fixed gradiometer detecting a mobile anomaly/dipole source, 
the problem is only the common-mode magnetic noise, which can be more than 3 
orders of magnitude smaller than the Earth’s magnetic field, even in a laboratory 
environment. Fig. 1.4 shows the homogeneous noise (black) and the difference 
noise ∆Bz (red, without further corrections) during day-time and night-time in a 
noisy laboratory environment measured by the author (1-sample differences are 
shown to suppress the offset change). The two spacing between the two fluxgate 
sensors was 10 cm. 
G
[n
T
/m
]
 
Fig. 1.3 – The effect of finite CMRR on a SQUID 
gradiometer, redrawn from [Chwala 2012]. Black – 
raw data, red – after balancing  
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Fig. 1.4 – Magnetic noise in a laboratory surrounded by DC-traction traffic.  
 
In this case, the CMRR was only 30 dB, but this enabled difference signals as 
low as 2 nT (20 nT·m-1 with a 10-cm gradiometric base) to be measured without any 
correction procedure in daytime. 
 
1.2 Gradiometer applications  
Most applications of gradiometers make use of the following properties of the 
gradient tensor: 
 
1. For a spatially homogeneous magnetic field, all tensor components are zero 
(Eq. 1.2). 
2. The tensor components measured at a single point describe the magnetic 
dipole strength and its location – Eq. 1.10  
3. The attenuation of the dipolar field gradient scales with the 4th power of 
distance, as compared to the third power in the case of the dipolar field (Eq. 
1.9 and 1.10) 
4. The magnetic field generated by a long current-carrying conductor can be 
described by the respective tensor components – I=×∇ H  
5. The mechanical force acting on a ferromagnetic object is caused by the 
spatial gradient of the magnetic field.  
 
The first and second of these properties are used to detect ferromagnetic (or even 
superparamagnetic) objects, or magnetic anomalies in general.  
The third property provides a further advantage of gradiometry over 
magnetometry in higher attenuation of distant disturbing dipole field sources.  
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The fifth application of the magnetic gradient is used in susceptibility 
measurements using the Faraday method, where the gradient is kept constant 
[Wecker 2006]:  
y
HHVF
∆
∆
= χ        (1.16) 
where F is the force on the sample with volume V and susceptibility χ , and H is the 
applied magnetic field with gradient in the y-direction.  
1.2.1 Full-tensor gradiometers 
Full-tensor information is used mainly in geophysical prospecting and in 
security/military applications, because it offers the possibility to localize the 
magnetic disturbance [Beiki 2012], [Clark 2012] or to discriminate between 
information from the tensor components [Schneider 2013]. The gradiometer for the 
European Space Agency’s LISA project was assumed to determine the disturbing 
force due to the magnetic gradients by measuring the gradient tensor in the 
spacecraft. In this case, existing magnetic gradients could affect precise distance 
measurements, due to the force applied to the test mass (Eq. 1.16) – the cube with 
composition of 75% Au and 25% Pt would have a susceptibility of −2×10−5 
[Jennrich 2009].  
In addition to the proposed 7-sensor configuration by [Huang 2010] and the 
10-sensor arrangement used also by [Griffin 2012], another widely used solution for 
establishing a full gradient tensor involves using three or more triaxial 
magnetometers (magnetometer heads) to provide redundancy [Pei 2009].  
The gradient is usually calculated numerically from the individual sensor 
outputs; however this method suffers from finite ADC resolution. Alternatively, 
magnetic sensors can be biased by a common feedback field provided either by a 
separate triaxial head [Kumar 2005] or by a combination of sensor readings 
[Anderson 2002].  
1.2.2 Gradiometers measuring tensor components 
For a specific application, however, only a limited number of gradient tensor 
components can provide the needed information: the gradiometer design can be 
simplified. The use of more sensors leads to redundancy in this case. 
Single-component ∂Bi/∂i or ∂Bi/∂j type gradiometers are typically used for 
detecting magnetic disturbances in the presence of a large disturbing common-mode 
field (which can be the Earth’s field, a magnetizing field, or common-mode noise). 
Applications include non-destructive testing [Grüger 2003], geophysics [Bevan 
2013], UXO detection [Kumar 2005], archaeology [Bevan 2013] and biomedicine 
[Tomek 2006], [Seki 2009], [Ludwig 2005]. They are typically constructed using 
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two or more magnetic field sensors, or a coil-pair in the case of SQUID sensors 
[Stolz 2000]. 
 
The relation between magnetic 
gradient and electric current is used in 
down-hole drilling by Vector 
Magnetics Inc. (the magnetic division 
now at Halliburton) [Kuckes 1994]. 
The electric current carrying defective 
pipe serves for navigating the drilling 
head, which keeps a specified distance 
and orientation in relation to that pipe 
during relief well drilling, see Fig. 1.5.  
In this case of electric current aligned 
in the vertical z-direction, only two 
gradient tensor components are non-
zero: ∂By/∂y and ∂Bx/∂y. The distance 
can then be calculated from the 
nonzero components. 
 
 
1.2.3 “Scalar” gradiometers 
The so-called “scalar gradiometer” measures the gradient of the total field |B|. 
The components in this case are limited to:  
 






=
dz
d
dy
d
dx
d BBB
G B ,,  
 
Two scalar magnetometers are used to obtain the respective component; 
typically they are Proton, Overhauser or optically pumped magnetometers having 
high accuracy (better than 10 pT). Although this setup is widely used in practical 
applications due to its high sensitivity and accuracy and its low heading error, it has 
been proved that the “scalar gradient” does not provide as much information as the 
gradient tensor components [Schmidt 2006]. However, for space applications, the 
usage of scalar magnetometers in a mixed vectorial-scalar setup is helpful for 
enabling in-flight magnetometer calibration and for suppressing the spacecraft 
magnetic signature [Primdahl 2006].  
Scalar gradiometers are not further considered in this thesis. 
 
Fig. 1.5 – Down-hole drilling with magnetic 
field guidance. From the Vector Magnetics 
website. 
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2 State-of-the-art 
Generally, the most sensitive commercial gradiometers use fluxgate sensors 
having a 0.6 ÷ 1 m gradiometric base - (Schonsted GA52, Foerster Ferex, 
GeoscanFM256, Bartington GRAD601 axial gradiometers) - or use cryogenic 
SQUID magnetometers which allow for short gradiometric bases [Chwala 2012]. 
This in turn makes them bulky and impractical in restricted areas, although the 
SQUID systems can achieve excellent performance. For example, the full-tensor 
SQUID gradiometer of [Chwala 2012] achieved a noise as low as 
10 pT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1Hz after gradiometer balancing, however its consumption was 
about 15 W and the mass of the towed system was 100 kg [Braginski 2009].  
On the other hand, miniaturized, non-cryogenical solutions tend to be limited to 
compact gradiometers for NDT or magnetic particle detection with a liftoff to the 
dipole source or disturbance in fractions of  a millimetre. These devices are either 
micro-fluxgates [Grüger 2003] or GMR gradiometers [Leitao 2013]. They exhibit 
noise several magnitudes larger than fluxgate gradiometers, which prevents other 
practical uses. [Pelkner 2011] shows a detection limit of about 5 µT of the 
integrated gradiometer (Sensitec, Germany), which after recalculation on the 
0.25 mm gradiometric base gives a detection limit of 20 mT·m-1 in gradient units. 
As the compact gradiometer falls between the two above limiting cases, the 
following overview of relevant state-of-the-art instruments is based on slightly 
relaxed parameters than the thesis objective. Instruments having gradiometric base 
less than 30 cm and gradient noise less than 5 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1Hz, or showing a 
perspective to achieve this goal, are presented.  
 
2.1 Full-tensor gradiometers  
An SDT gradiometer for NDT and UXO detection consisting of an array of 6x9 
SDT sensors was presented by NVE [Anderson 2002]. SDT sensors were arranged 
on all six faces of a cube - Fig. 2.1. The initial version [Wold 1998] had noise of 
1 nT·Hz-0.5@ 1 Hz, resulting in gradient noise of 4.5 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz with the 
30-cm gradiometric base of the device. The final 2002 version did not include 
further data. 
 
The gradiometer presented by [Wiegert 2007] used four sensors, each comprised 
of two triaxial fluxgate magnetometers. A so called “Magnetic Scalar Triangulation 
and Ranging” technology was used to calculate scalar functions rather than classical 
gradient tensor components to locate UXO or mines. The published sensor noise 
was 0.25 nT p-p which would yield 1.2 nT·m-1 p-p gradient noise (30-cm base).  
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Underwater autonomous vehicles with tensor gradiometers for detecting 
anomalies in military applications have been presented by [Allen 2005], [Kumar 
2005] and by [Pei 2009]. Allen used off-the-shelf Billingsley sensor heads. To 
decrease the large common mode appearing to the analog-to-digital converters that 
were used, an auxiliary triaxial head served to compensate most of the 
homogeneous field by the gradiometer sensors – see Fig. 2.2. The noise shown in 
[Allen 2005] was about 300 pT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz after compensating the 
underwater vehicle noise, with a gradiometric base again of approx. 30 cm. 
 
[Griffin 2012] has shown a tensor gradiometer developed for the LISA project. 
The gradiometer uses 10×2 rod-cores (Vacquier fluxgate sensor), and the pick-up 
coils of the gradient sensor pairs are connected anti-serially. The field is apparently 
partially compensated by a D/A converter to obtain a reasonably low differential 
signal. Due to the construction of the sensor, only ∂Bi/∂i terms were calibrated – the 
unavailability of precise calibrating coils for other gradient components makes 
calibration challenging. The noise was shown to be 0.3 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @1Hz for the 
∂Bi/∂i pairs. No other parameters or construction details are given, however, and 
this makes the results questionable.  
 
 
Fig. 2.1 – SDT gradiometer for UXO 
classification, from [Anderson 2002] 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 – Four Billingsley triaxial 
fluxgate heads, from [Kumar 2005] 
 
2.2 Axial gradiometers 
[Merayo 2001] constructed a 20-cm base gradiometer with two 17-mm ring-core 
sensors, with an overall sensor size of 24×24×7 mm3 [Nielsen 1991]. The sensors 
were astatized with non-magnetic screws, and a correction term for sensor non-
orthogonalities was proposed. The accuracy of the instrument was 0.3 nT·m-1RMS. 
Merayo measured the cross-coupling of the sensors and found a 250-ppm scale 
change, even for the 20-cm gradiometric base. Later, he constructed a better 
performing gradiometer, but with a 60-cm gradiometric base [Merayo 2002]. 
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In his portable gradiometer, which is also available with a 25-cm gradiometric 
base, [Forster 1983] uses two rod-core fluxgate sensors with their cores attached to 
a non-magnetic string that is kept under tension. However, the pick-up coils are 
mounted on a tube, where the string is attached axially, see Fig. 2.3. The sensing 
direction of a rod core fluxgate with a low demagnetization factor and high 
permeability is defined by its core axis rather than by the pick-up coil [Musmann 
2010]. In this manner, almost perfect alignment of the probes is achieved, resulting 
in high CMRR of the gradiometer. 
 
Fig. 2.3 – The Forster gradiometer with the sensor cores (4) on a string (5), from 
[Forster 1983] 
 
For magnetopneumography, [Tomek 2009] used an axial gradiometer composed 
of 25–mm ring-core fluxgate sensors with 10 cm spacing. The noise was better than 
350 pT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz and the suppression of the homogeneous field was 
0.035 (T·m-1)·T-1 corresponding to a CMRR of approx. 30 dB [Platil 2010]. 
 
[Sunderland 2009] obtained noise as low as 0.2 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz in a so-
called direct-string gradiometer. The sensor dimensions were 300×30×30 mm3. In 
principle, the deflection of a conductive current carrying string is measured. The 
force due to the magnetic field gradient deflects the string in second order mode, 
causing a change in the string vibration amplitude (the string is fed with an AC 
current at second harmonic of the string). This gradiometer was later also tested in a 
space-like environment [Sunderland 2008]. However the susceptibility of the 
gradiometer parts initially limited the accuracy of the system [Sunderland 2007]. 
 
[Sasada 2014] has presented a fluxgate gradiometer consisting of two 30-mm 
long low-noise, fundamental harmonics operated sensors, with antiserially 
connected pickups. Astatization is achieved by tuning the excitation DC-current, 
which in turn results in changing the sensitivity of each sensor. With a gradiometric 
base of 50 mm (overall sensor length), he claims that he achieved 
150 pT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz in the open-loop operated gradiometer. This very good 
result is a consequence of the low demagnetization factor of the magnetic core and 
the fundamental-mode operation [Sasada 2002]. 
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2.2.1 Single core fluxgate gradiometers 
 
In the case of fluxgate sensors, the axial gradiometer can be simplified to the so-
called single-core gradiometer, which was introduced by [Berkman 1960]. Its basic 
operating principle is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
The magnetic field gradient generates a 
gradient in the core flux ΦB of the 
magnetic core and thus the (anti-serially 
connected) pick-up coils W2’ and W2” at 
positions L1 and L2 measure the 
difference between H1 and H2. The 
gradiometric base d is then defined as 
the pick-up coils distance d=L1-L2.  
 
 
[Mermelstein 1988] introduced a similar gradiometer that used a 
magnetostrictive material to facilitate sensor excitation, see Fig. 2.5. The 
gradiometric base was 30 mm, and the noise when recalculated was approx. 
1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz. However, its CMRR was only around 20 dB, even for 
homogeneous fields of only 50-nT magnitude. Later, the improved design used 
three coils [Mermelstein 1990]. [Ripka 1993] constructed a race-track fluxgate 
gradiometer with a 70-mm long race-track sensor having a 37.5 mm gradiometric 
base, also using three detection coils (2 for the gradient, 1 for the homogeneous 
channel), see Fig. 2.6. The 1-Hz noise was 1.2 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5, but the basic problem 
was the instability of the sensor due to open-loop operation. Later the coils were 
split into sections to reduce the instability due to coil capacitance, and the 
gradiometer was successfully used in magnetopneumography [Ripka 1997]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 –  Magnetostrictive gradiometer 
[Mermelstein 1988] 
 
Fig. 2.6 – Race-track fluxgate 
gradiometer [Ripka 1993] 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 – The single-core gradiometer 
from [Berkman 1960] 
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3 Thesis objectives and organization 
The main goal of the thesis is the research and development of a low-noise 
magnetic gradiometer (≤ 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz) with a small gradiometric base 
(≤ 40 mm), which would be usable for geophysical exploration, UXO detection, 
biomedicine and space applications.  
Developing a gradiometer with a short gradiometric base poses several 
challenges, which are addressed as thesis objectives:  
 
I. Magnetic sensor selection and evaluation. The best, off-the-shelf available 
magnetic sensors should be selected and possible limitations of their 
performance in a gradiometer should be studied.  
II. Gradiometer performance with available magnetic sensors. Magnetic 
gradiometer with the above off-the-shelf sensors should be designed and its 
performance evaluated. 
III. Gradiometer astatization. For small gradiometric bases, the same geometric 
misalignments result in higher angular deviations and thus in lower CMRR 
(Eq. 1.15). Appropriate astatization should increase the CMRR. 
IV. A compact, low-noise magnetic sensor. The performance of the magnetic 
sensor for the use in a compact gradiometer is to be improved: its size should 
be reduced, if possible without influencing the sensor noise. 
V. Further development of the single-core gradiometer concept. Low CMRR 
and unstable operation was one of the main problems with the instrument 
proposed by [Berkman 1960] and later presented by [Ripka 1997]. Offset 
drift and sensor gain instability were a consequence of open-loop operation, 
and the large uncompensated common-mode field made astatization difficult.  
 
The thesis is organized as a reprint of relevant publications in journal papers and 
conference proceedings on a total of 55 pages accompanied with 32 pages of 
introductory, explanatory and also extension text, if required by the condensed form 
of the articles. The chapters are organized on the basis of the objectives: 
 
 Objective I.  Chapter 4 (Magnetic sensors for a compact gradiometer) 
Chapter 5 (Crossfield effect of AMR and fluxgate) 
 Objective II. Chapter 6 (A PCB fluxgate gradiometer) 
Chapter 7 (A gradiometer with AMR sensors) 
 Objective III. Chapter 8 (Axial gradiometer calibration and astatization). 
 Objective IV. Chapter 9 (A compact, low-noise fluxgate sensor).  
 Objective V. Chapter 10 (A gradiometer with 30-mm gradient base).  
 In addition, a tensor gradiometer with the newly-developed sensors is 
proposed in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 discusses the prospects of the 
developed gradiometer. 
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4 Magnetic sensors for a compact gradiometer 
The author co-authored the following review article “Advances in Magnetic 
Field Sensors” [J7] published in IEEE Sensors Journal in 2010. He mainly focused 
on recent trends in AMR and fluxgate sensors, which are shown in the Conclusions 
to be clear favorites because of their performance: size, noise and temperature 
stability. 
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5 Crossfield effect of AMR and fluxgate 
The so-called crossfield effect, which is the non-zero response of a magnetic 
sensor to perpendicular fields, is inherent to AMR [Pant 2005], [Ripka 2009] and it 
is also observed in fluxgate sensors [Brauer 1997]. If the sensors are arranged to 
form a gradiometer and the sensors are perfectly matched, this effect can be 
suppressed if it is caused by an uncompensated component of the large 
homogeneous field.  
5.1 Crossfield sensitivity in AMR sensors 
For AMRs, the theoretical response was derived in [Ripka 2009]. If the AMR is 
flipped, the crossfield response remains the same, but the sign of the voltage due to 
the measured field is changed: if both the output polarities are used, the sensitivity 
to crossfield is reduced. In the case of HMC 1001 sensor and a 20 µT measured 
field with 50 µT crossfield, the error was shown to be reduced from 1 µT down to 
100 nT [Ripka 2009]. The equation describing the theoretical response was later 
improved by [Mohamadabadi 2013] who also verified compensation of this effect 
when using orthogonal sensors.  
In Fig. 5.1, the azimuth 
error due to the crossfield 
effect, if the KMZ 51 is 
used in a compass, is 
shown as measured by the 
author. The second, 
orthogonal sensor, needed 
for azimuth calculation, 
was synthetic – perfect 
mutual orthogonality was 
assumed. The error is less 
than ±0.4° without flipping 
and improves to ±0.2° with 
the proposed signal processing. For HMC 1001, the error was up to ±1° without 
flipping and below ±0.2° with flipping and signal processing after [Ripka 2009]. 
The recent method of [Mohamadabadi 2013] could further decrease the azimuth 
error of such AMR compass. These measurements were presented at the 
Symposium on AMR sensors, Wetzlar, Germany in 2009 and did not appear in the 
following paper due to its limited scope. 
The following paper “Crossfield sensitivity in AMR sensors” [J9] was published 
in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics in 2009. It shows the theoretical response 
(derived earlier) of Honeywell HMC 1001 sensor compared with real measurements 
which were performed by the author. Author took part also in deriving the method 
to reduce the crossfield response using the flipped AMR output.  
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Fig. 5.1 – Unflipped and flipped azimuth error with KMZ 51. 
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5.2 Crossfield response of a race-track fluxgate sensor 
For fluxgate sensors, the error depends on the structure of the sensor [Ripka 
2000b] – a negligible effect was measured for rod-core Vacquier sensors. The 
crossfield error of tape-wound sensors depends on the field direction: the 
demagnetization factor of the tape differs for perpendicular and transverse 
directions. However, as was shown in the following article, in the case of a single-
sheet, etched magnetic core, the demagnetization factor parallel to the core is very 
low and the effect is therefore much more pronounced in this case. The response of 
early printed circuit board sensors with etched cores was studied by [Kubík 2006]. 
The following article “Two sources of crossfield error in race-track fluxgate” 
[J8], was published in Journal of Applied Physics in 2010. The article describes the 
measurements with PCB race-track sensors the author carried out and addresses the 
origin of the large crossfield response. The fluxgate was attached to a non-magnetic 
theodolite and two Helmholtz coils were used to create the main and perpendicular 
fields. The high response shown in the article can be improved – we have shown in 
agreement with [Auster 2000] that it can be decreased by better alignment of the 
sensor core and coil, and also by modifying the time-domain processing of the 
fluxgate output signal. 
The final crossfield response of the PCB fluxgate, shown in Fig. 5.2 was not 
presented in the article (the data was not available at the time of paper submission) 
but was published later in Journal of Electrical Engineering however with inferior 
graphic quality [R2]. The measurements were carried out in the “Magnetsrode” 
magnetic calibrating facility of TU Braunschweig, Germany with the kind help of 
Dr. Ingo Richter. The possibility to cancel the Earth’s magnetic field and apply a 
synthetic magnetic field was used. The result confirmed the high crossfield 
response for the in-plane direction, presented in the article below [J8].  
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Fig. 5.2 – Crossfield response of the PCB fluxgate, from [R2]
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6 A PCB fluxgate gradiometer  
6.1 PCB fluxgate sensors 
The author developed the printed-circuit board (PCB) fluxgate sensor used in the 
gradiometer [J20] – see Fig. 6.1. It exhibits 1-Hz noise of 20 pT·Hz-0.5 (higher than 
incorrectly stated in [Janošek 2007]), and the sensor size is 30×8×1 mm3. Due to the 
low thickness of the sensor (Fig. 6.2), a ∂Bi/∂j type gradiometer with a very small 
gradiometric base can easily be constructed. Square-wave pulse excitation [Kubík 
2005] is used to keep power consumption low - excitation tuning [Ripka 2002] is 
not possible because of the poor quality factor of the excitation coil (low inductance 
and high resistance). The detection electronics relied on gated-integrators [Kubík 
2007]. The sensitivity of PCB fluxgates is low, approx. 70 V·T-1 at 10 kHz 
excitation frequency [J20]. It is limited by the core cross-section and by the number 
of pickup-coil turns. This in turn results in low SNR at the demodulator, even with a 
low-noise pre-amplifier  
 
 
Fig. 6.1 – Structure of the PCB fluxgate - from 
[J17] 
 
 
Fig. 6.2 – PCB fluxgate vertical cut – the 
magnetic core can be seen, and also the 
excitation and pick-up through-hole vias. 
 
In fluxgates with wire-wound sensors, the so-called current-output is used 
mainly to suppress the pick-up coils capacitances, allowing for longer cabling to the 
sensors and to increase sensor stability – the pick-up coil is effectively short-
circuited. Also, a simplified phase-sensitive detector with gated integrators can be 
used [Primdahl 1991]. As a result, using the current-output in PCB fluxgates can 
improve the SNR due to their low pick-up coil resistance. 
The next article “Current-Output of PCB fluxgates” [J10] was published in 
Sensors Letters in 2009 after presenting at the EMSA 2008 conference as a majority 
work of the author. The low resistance of the pick-up coil was found as an 
advantage in current-output mode providing sufficient SNR as shown in the article. 
The noise of the PCB fluxgates however did not improve. In our case, the noise was 
of magnetic origin– it is inherent to the design where the magnetic core is under 
mechanical stress caused by the manufacturing process of bonding the five PCB 
layers together – see Fig. 6.2.  
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6.2 The PCB ∂Bx/∂y gradiometer 
 
The following paper “PCB Fluxgate Gradiometer Measuring dBx/dy” [R1] was 
published in Journal of Electrical Engineering in 2010 after presenting at the 
“Magnetic Measurements 2010” conference as a majority work of the author. The 
motivation was investigating the performance of the ∂Bx/∂y gradiometer used in 
[J11]. Aspects of the construction of the ∂Bx/∂y gradiometer are discussed and a 
new concept with a common feedback coil is investigated. The noise obtained was 
as low as 3.7 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz for a 20-mm gradiometric base. 
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6.3 Field mapping with the PCB fluxgate gradiometer 
A field-mapping instrument was developed using the PCB sensors – measuring 
the normal field component and the ∂Bx/∂y gradient component– see Fig. 6.3. The 
gap between the two PCB sensors could be held at 1-mm with the help of two 
washers. The PCB fluxgate sensors were operated in open-loop. 
 
The first mapping trials were carried out by a 
bachelor student supervised by the author [Mráz 
2008], who was able to use the gradiometer for 
magnetic mapping of a 1-USD banknote which is 
using magnetic ink [Rusanov 2009]. The sensor liftoff 
was kept at 5-mm and the scanning step of the X-Y 
positioning device was 2 mm – the resulting image is 
shown in Fig. 6.4. The overlay of the gradient data and 
the scanned scene was later improved by using a smart 
camera, which provided the coordinates of the 
measurement [Pribula 2011].  
 
The following article “Magnetic markers detection using PCB fluxgate array” 
[J11] was published in Journal of Applied Physics in 2009. The author describes the 
performance of a scanning PCB gradiometer of ∂Bx/∂y type, where the test objects 
were either a superparamagnetic particle solution excited by an AC field or a 
magnetic-ink banknote with no field excitation. The author constructed the fluxgate 
gradiometer and carried out most of the presented measurements excluding the 
banknote mapping. 
 
  
Fig. 6.4 – The mapped magnetic field gradient – 5 mm liftoff – above the 1 USD 
banknote. The 20 nT difference signal corresponds to 20 nT·mm-1 gradient. 
From [Pribula 2011]. 
 
 
Fig. 6.3 – The PCB ∂Bx/∂y 
fluxgate gradiometer 
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7 A gradiometer with AMR sensors 
The AMR sensors evaluated here were Honeywell HMC 1001 and NXP (ex 
Philips) KMZ 51, both of them off-the-shelf products. Their performance in 
magnetometer and compass applications was studied in [Zimmermann 2005] and 
[Včelák 2006]. The HMC 1001 excels in low noise, but due to its low anisotropy 
field it suffers from high crossfield error (Section 5.1). Both of these sensors benefit 
from using the so-called “flipping” technique [Vopálenský 2003], where the 
magnetic state of the permalloy strip is restored by a strong magnetizing pulse of 
short duration (in the order of 10 – 100 µs).  
It must be stated that an AMR magnetometer by far does not approach the 
precision of fluxgate sensors [Ripka 2010] – the typical offset temperature 
coefficient is between 2-10 nT·K-1 depending on sensor type and signal processing 
[Platil 2003], [Ripka 2013] – see Fig. 7.2. However, AMR sensors offer the 
following advantages in gradiometer construction: 
 
 A minimum gradiometric base according to the packaging size of the 
gradiometer. In the case of KMZ 51, the package size is 5 mm – see Fig. 7.1. 
The minimum length of the AMR element ensures minimal error if we 
assume that the field is spatially integrated across magnetic element length 
[J13].  
 The current consumption can be kept low without flipping or when using 
low-frequency flipping (30 mW for unflipped and 100 mW for flipped 
KMZ 51). 
 AMR magnetometers were successfully tested and used in a space 
environment [Michelena 2010]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3 mm
5 mm
0.6 mm
 
Fig. 7.1– The size of the KMZ51 
active element after disassembling 
its package. From [Janošek 2014] 
 
Fig. 7.2 – Complex temperature dependence of flippped 
KMZ 51 offset. From [Ripka 2013] 
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7.1 CW metal detector with AMR gradiometers 
The first paper below named “CW Metal Detector Based on AMR Sensor 
Array” [W3] is a proceeding paper of the 2011 IEEE Sensors conference. A 
gradiometric 4×4 array constructed with KMZ51 sensors, each ∂Bz/∂z gradiometer 
having a gradiometric base of 40-mm, is presented in article. The two gradiometer 
sensors are placed in such a way that the excitation field inhomogeneity is 
symmetric to both of them, and the excitation field can therefore be compensated 
using the internal compensating coils of the sensors. The author’s original idea of 
an array of ∂Bz/∂z gradiometers with a feedback-compensated AC excitation field 
was realized in a master’s thesis of [Vyhnánek 2011] under the author’s supervision 
and an improved version of the detector was presented at the conference. As for the 
article, the author took care about synthesis of the results and their presentation, 
while most of the measurements were conducted by Mr. Vyhnánek.  
The second following article “AMR gradiometer for mine detection” [J2] 
published in Sensors and Actuators in 2012 is an extended version of the previous 
conference proceedings article, explaining mainly the principle of the homogeneous 
field compensation in the gradiometer and brings in-depth evaluation of its 
performance. The major author was Jan Vyhnánek, then a junior PhD. student at the 
author’s group. The author’s contribution was mainly in supervising the 
measurements, suggesting improvements to the measurement setup and revising the 
text.  
The instrument described in the following papers was later developed by a 
broader-based research group into a real-time linear-array scanning device for 
detecting of concealed structures in civil engineering [Zikmund 2013]. In Fig. 7.3, 
the results of real-time scans of underfloor structures are shown (the scans cover an 
area of 60×140 cm2). 
 
     
Fig. 7.3 - The 2-D scans of underfloor heating pipes – ferrous (left) and 
aluminium (rotated, right) – from [Vyhnánek 2014] 
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7.2 Performance of the AMR in the metal detector 
The following paper “Low frequency noise of anisotropic magnetoresistors in 
DC and AC-excited magnetometers” [W2] was published in proceedings of the 
2013 IOP conference “Sensors & their Applications”. It describes the improvement 
in low-frequency noise of the HMC 1001 sensor with periodic flipping and was 
motivated by the need of improving the scanning instrument presented above – its 
power consumption and noise, given by the 30-kHz flipping and the KMZ 51 noise, 
were sought to be improved using HMC 1001 and reducing the flipping rate or even 
operating the AMR sensor without flipping.  
Unlike other authors, who found no improvement of the AMR noise, we have 
clearly shown an advantage of flipping: the noise decreased to almost one half of 
the level when there is no flipping. The measurements were done by J. Vyhnánek, 
author’s contribution was in the theoretical calculations, synthesis and publication 
of the results. 
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8 Axial gradiometer calibration and astatization 
8.1 Fluxgate gradiometer for magnetopneumography 
The 6-channel fluxgate axial gradiometer, used in magnetopneumography 
[Tomek 2006] was originally constructed using a pair of nylon strings to hold the 
respective fluxgate sensors [Tomek 2009]. The low mechanical and temperature 
stability of the setup however limited the gradiometer performance because the 
measured field gradient is DC with large common mode value. The author 
participated in reconstruction of the probe to a rigid holder, see Fig. 8.1. The 
original 20-mm diameter fluxgate sensors were used and the gradiometric base of 
10 cm was kept. The holder was machined from a PEEK GF-30 rod, 40 mm in 
diameter. The sensors were glued to precisely milled grooves. PEEK GF-30 was 
chosen because of its good machinability and less than 20-ppm coefficient of 
thermal expansion [Chu 2010]. Fig. 8.2 shows the gradiometer detail.  
 
8.2 Gradiometer calibration 
Below, the details of scalar calibration procedure are described which did not 
appear in the following article [J5] due to the limit of article length. 
The ∂Bz/∂z type gradiometer presented above was calibrated using a 
modification of the scalar calibration method [Olsen 2001, Olsen 2003, Petrucha 
2009] developed by the author. Two additional perpendicular, in-plane sensors 
measuring Bx and By field component [Janošek 2009] were attached to the top of the 
cylindrical sensor holder. For verification of the scalar calibration results, vectorial 
calibration was also done in a tri-axial Braunbek coil system at Průhonice 
observatory (49°59'16.904"N, 14°32'24.702"E), using triangulation with the help of 
the central mirror (shown in Fig. 8.1). However, due to the mechanical setup of the 
experiment, it was possible to determine only one angle by this method. More 
details on the vectorial calibration setup are presented in the following paper [J5].  
 
Fig. 8.1 – The gradiometer vertically placed above 
a non-magnetic bed, from [Platil 2013] 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.2 – Detail of the 6-channel gradiometer 
(positioned horizontally). Z-direction is 
parallel to the 30-cm ruler. 
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The coordinate system for the scalar calibration is the same as in [Olsen 2001] – 
angles u1 is the misalignment angle between sensor X and sensor Y in the 
orthogonal (horizontal) plane. Angles u2 and u3 define the orientation of this plane 
to the ideal Z-axis, respectively, see Fig. 8.3.  
 
 
 
Z# S [V·T-1] O [nT] u1 [°] u2 [°] u3 [°] 
1 146088 -90 1.16 -0.71 -2.37 
2 146304 35 1.16 -0.60 -2.46 
3 146044 -18 1.16 -0.85 -2.54 
4 145638 156 1.16 -1.51 -2.97 
5 146228 175 1.16 -0.50 -2.24 
6 145801 -216 1.16 -1.33 -1.70 
Fig. 8.3 – Coordinate system, 
after [Olsen 2001] 
Table 1 –Calibration results for the 6 z-channels 
(sensitivity, offset, and three angles as of Fig. 8.4) 
 
From one calibration sequence, we obtain six different triaxial setups, each 
containing X, Y and one of the six Z sensors; for each of these setups the calibrating 
algorithm of [Olsen 2001] is used to obtain the respective X,Y,Z sensor offsets, 
sensitivities and angles. The complete calibration results, not shown in the paper 
[J5], are given in Table 1. 
The X and Y axis sensitivities (Sx, Sy), their offsets (Ox, Oy) and the u1 angle 
would ideally be constant during the calibration. The X and Y sensitivities and 
offsets with their standard deviations from the 6 calibration were: 
 
Ox = -2995.3   (1.9)  nT  Oy  =  -721.5      (2.3)  nT 
Sx = 117543.3 (2.2) V·T-1  Sy  =  118017.8  (12.3) V·T-1 
 
Having the calibration parameters, the calibrated vector Bi in the orthogonal 
coordinate system is then calculated for each MX, MY, MZi triplet (i = 1 to 6) 
assuming that the respective offsets Ozi are removed: 
 
iiii MPSB ⋅⋅=         (8.1) 
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Where Bi is the calibrated field vector, ||S|| is the diagonal matrix of inverse 
sensitivities, |P|| is the transformation matrix to the orthogonal coordinate system 
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[Olsen 2001] and Mi is the vector of the measured values (in arbitrary units). The 
gradient Gij can be then calculated directly using the values of Bi and Bj (Eq. 1.11). 
Using the calibrated gradiometer parameters, we have found a considerable 
stability problem related to temperature drifts of the respective sensor offsets and 
gains (Fig. 8.5).  
 
It is evident that for a vertically-oriented probe (as in our case) even with a very 
low sensitivity temperature coefficient of 20 ppm·K-1 [Primdahl 1991], the 
48,000 nT sensed will cause 1 nT·K-1 – or 10 nT·m-1·K-1 – drift without taking into 
account any further offset drift (which is usually below 0.1 nT·K-1), or the thermal 
expansion of the holder. As a result, either the temperature needs to be monitored or 
the calibration needs to be repeated when subject to large temperature changes. In 
the following paper, see below, due to the availability of temperature data, this 
effect was partially compensated by estimating the gain and offset temperature 
coefficients of the respective sensors. 
 
The following paper “Suppression of Environmental Noise in 
Magnetopneumography by the use of Higher Order Gradients” [J5] was published 
in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics in 2012 after presenting the results at the 20th 
International Conference on Soft Magnetic Materials. The author performed 
reconstructing the gradiometer probe and its electronics and performed the two 
calibrations (vectorial and scalar) and astatization of the 6-probe axial gradiometer. 
The calibration results, after compensating on the temperature drifts described 
above, were then used for gradiometer astatization and calculations of higher order 
gradients in order to suppress the environmental noise. 
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Fig. 8.5 – Sensor output differences vs. temperature show strong temperature 
dependence (the offsets have been removed to allow a single vertical axis) 
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8.2.1 Gradiometer astatization – recalculation to orthogonal 
frame 
In the magnetopneumography task, the gradiometer is in a fixed vertical 
orientation to the Earth’s magnetic field, and its performance is mainly determined 
by the magnetic noise - its amplitude and its homogeneity. We did not find any 
significant improvement when using precisely astatized data and thus the results 
were not presented in the previous article [J5].  
However, if the gradiometer is used for magnetic anomaly detection, where the 
gradiometer is usually moved, the calibration and subsequent astatization of the 
gradiometer influences its performance. Data obtained from the scalar calibration 
described in previous chapter and in the article were used for the gradiometer 
astatization – each of the Z-sensors response was recalculated to the orthogonal 
frame. Because of the nature of scalar calibration, where the gradiometer was 
rotated in Earth’s magnetic field, the performance of gradiometer can be studied 
well using the calibration data. 
Using the same naming convention as above, the 4-3 gradient (gradiometric base 
of 10 cm) is evaluated in Fig. 8.6. The data are from the calibration procedure, 
where the sensor is rotated and inclined to cover the whole sphere of angular 
alignment to the Earth’s field vector. When the astatization is based only on 
calibrated sensitivities, the parasitic homogeneous response is up to 8000 nT·m-1 
(corresponding to 800 nT sensor difference) if the axial (aligned) field varies in the 
±40 µT range. However, if the angular misalignments are also considered, the 
response decreases down to ±45 nT·m-1, which corresponds to ±4.5 nT sensor 
difference. This remaining error is mainly due to the uncertainty of the scalar 
calibration – the calibration residua were up to 20 nTrms, which was supposed to be 
caused by the gradient at the calibrating location. 
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Fig. 8.6 –Effect of angular misalignments on the gradiometer residua in a homogeneous field 
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In order to confirm the hypothesis of a magnetic gradient at the location, the 
gradient was calculated for different gradiometric bases. We can use any two of the 
six sensors to build a “synthetic” gradiometer with a 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50-cm 
gradiometric base, respectively. Fig. 8.6 shows that the gradient response is almost 
identical for all 3 gradiometric bases with different sensors: the response is mainly 
due to the presence of the magnetic gradient at the calibration site. The noise 
modulated on gradients 6-1 and 6-2 is influenced by sensor #6: the noise was found 
to be due to the nearby orthogonal sensors X and Y, which used a separate 
electronics with a different excitation frequency [J20]. 
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Fig. 8.7 – Essentially the same error for different bases suggests that the 
calibration field was not truly homogenous 
8.2.2 Alternative linearized astatization  
An idea used in SQUID gradiometers by [Chwala 2012] was adopted to further 
simplify the gradiometer calibration and astatization. Let us take magnetometer 
readings MZ1 and MZ2 (in engineering units, EU) from the two vertical sensors 
forming a gradiometer with base d, and two additional readings, MX and MY, from 
the orthogonal sensors in the perpendicular plane (these readings are already 
corrected for the sensor offsets to further simplify the calculation). 
We can define the uncorrected gradient GZZ  ≈ ∂Bz/dz if no astatization was used: 
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Assuming that the gradient is negligibly small compared to the common-mode 
field, we can choose for MZ and SZ one of the two values to get the astatized output: 
Z
Z
Y
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X
X
ZZZZ S
M
S
M
S
MGGcorr ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅−= χβα    (8.4) 
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It is evident that precise calibration of sensitivities SX and SY (EU/T) is not 
necessary in this case – field values can be used directly in engineering units. Also 
the knowledge of the Z axis sensors sensitivities is needed for estimating the raw 
GZZ gradient only but not for the astatization. The offsets of Z, X and Y sensors can 
be obtained in a magnetic shield. Let us add second-order terms in addition to the 
astatization of [Chwala 2012] to obtain a better fit. We get: 
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Having a set of calibration measurements similar to that presented in [J5] in a 
gradient-free location, thus assuming GcorrZZ=0, we get a set of equations forming 
a linear system 
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=       (8.6) 
In a set of N equations from the scalar calibration we have N values of GZZ and 
6xN values of MX, MY, MZ, MX2, MY2, MZ2. A least-squares method or an inverse 
function based on SVD decomposition was used with the same result to obtain the 
ki coefficients in MATLAB. A comparison of the gradiometer response during the 
same scalar calibration run using the astatization with subsequent orthogonalization 
of the Z1 and Z2 readings, the linearized astatization approach of [Chwala 2012] and 
the proposed method with second-order terms is shown in Fig. 8.8. 
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Fig. 8.8 –Astatizated gradiometer output, using two scalar calibrations 
(blue) and first (green) or second-order (red) linearized astatization (red) 
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From Fig. 8.8, it is evident that the residua from the modified astatization were 
even lower than of the classical approach of two calibrated Z values. The 
explanation lies in the uncertainty of the two scalar calibrations used for calculating 
the Z values.  
If we consider the gradiometric base of 20 cm (sensors 3 and 1) and the 50 nTpp 
residua for the 48,000 nT common-mode field during the calibration (Fig. 8.8), we 
see that the CMRR (Eq. 1.15) improved to dB73
2.01050
1048log20 9
6
=
⋅⋅
⋅
−
−
, even with 
the on-site gradient proved in Fig. 8.7. 
 
8.2.3 Astatization using spherical misalignment angles 
Another approach to astatization, which will not be evaluated here, was used by 
[Merayo 2001], where the two spherical misalignment angles between the Z sensors 
are considered.  
 
)sinsincoscos( 0000210 ϕθϕϕθθ −++−= BaBaaGG zcorr   (8.7) 
 
θ and φ are the misalignment angles of the second Z sensor, and θ0 and φ0 are the 
spherical angles defining the orientation of the vector with scalar value |B| to the 
first Z sensor (see Fig. 8.9).  
 
 
Fig. 8.9 – Definition of the spherical angles, from [Merayo 2001] 
 
The use of Eq. 8.7 is complicated by the need to know the orientation and value 
of the vector B, and the two misalignment angles obtained either by measurement 
[Merayo 2001] or by a complete scalar calibration (section 8.2.1). To solve the 
equation, two (aligned) orthogonal X and Y sensors are again needed to establish 
the two θ0 and φ0 angles defining the vector B orientation. The calculation is 
therefore in turn more complicated than using the linear astatization approach 
described previously. It is however considered later in the case of a single-core 
gradiometer (10.6.2), where it can be simplified under certain circumstances. 
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9 A compact, low-noise fluxgate sensor 
So far, the author has studied gradiometers using off-the-shelf 30×8×1 mm3 PCB 
fluxgates [J20] and 35×30×10 mm3 ring-core fluxgates [Cerman 2003, Tomek 
2009]. However, the design parameter for a compact gradiometer was overall 
sensor size ‹ 20 mm and sensor noise ‹ 10 pT·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz – both of the 
parameters are not fulfilled by any of these sensors. Further miniaturization of the 
sensor was therefore sought. A flat, racetrack fluxgate sensor (Fig. 9.1) and a 
classical ring-core sensor (Fig. 9.2) have been developed by the author. Both use an 
amorphous Co67Cr7Fe4B13Si9 tape provided by the Institute of Physics, Slovak 
Academy of Sciences (SAS), Bratislava. 
9.1 Flat race-track sensors  
Race-track sensors are the most promising in terms of noise [Hinnrichs 2001]. 
The sensor was further miniaturized as compared to the PCB fluxgate in [J20]- the 
race-track core size is 8×15×0.025 mm3 (Fig. 9.1). PCB technology was abandoned 
due to its high noise. The core was chemically wet-etched from the 20-mm wide 
amorphous tape. Unlike in the work presented in [Ripka 1993a], only single-sheet 
core was used in order to avoid further mechanical stresses and to keep a low 
demagnetization factor [Kubík 2008]. The core was fixed in a milled slot made 
from FR4 glass-fiber laminate using a drop of acrylic paint. Next, the excitation coil 
was wound around the race-track and the assembly was inserted into a 
20×11×2 mm3 milled holder made from the same material, where the pick-
up/compensating coil is wound (Fig. 9.1). The offset temperature dependence, 
which is often a limiting parameter for fluxgate sensors, was measured in a 
thermostated non-magnetic shielding chamber allowing for –20°C to +80°C with a 
remanent field in the chamber less than 5 nT. The offset temperature coefficient 
was found as less than 0.05 nT·K-1 – see Fig. 9.3, which is a value comparable with 
the value of space-grade fluxgate sensors [Auster 2008]. The noise PSD was 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.1 –race-track fluxgate, the components 
(left) and an assembled sensor (right) 
 
Fig. 9.2 – the ringcore sensor (a) 
compared with the sensor used in 
[Cerman 2003], [Tomek 2009] (b) 
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measured as 10-12 pT·Hz-0.5@ 1 Hz when using a 10-kHz, 600-mA p-p excitation 
current in the whole temperature range. 
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Fig. 9.3 – Offset temperature dependence of the developed race-track sensor 
 
9.2 Tape-wound ring-core sensor 
The diameter of the developed tape-wound ring-core was reduced to 12 mm. The 
tape cross-section was 2.5×0.025 mm2. The magnetic ribbon was wound in a 
PEEK/MACOR sheath with typically 5 wraps only. After assembling the toroidal 
core to the machined PEEK support with the pick-up coil, the sensor was 
20×20×8 mm3 in size, see Fig. 9.2. The noise however increased up to 20 pT·Hz-0.5 
due to the size reduction - the bending stress and non-zero magnetostriction of the 
magnetic material [Weiner 1969, Butta 2014] certainly play a role. To lower the 
noise to match the state-of-the-art, perpendicular anisotropy [Nielsen 1991] was 
introduced by annealing. Magnetic field annealing of the ring assembly was 
developed and performed by SAS Bratislava, and the technology was then 
transferred to a dedicated laboratory at CTU in Prague. The noise after annealing 
decreased to 7 pT·Hz-0.5, which is the lowest value found in the literature.  
 
The following paper “Field Annealed Closed-path Fluxgate Sensors Made of 
Metallic-glass Ribbons” published in Sensors and Actuators in 2012 [J3], describes 
the development of the low-noise ring-core sensors by magnetic field annealing. 
Author’s contribution was in designing and assembling the sensors, measuring their 
noise and providing feedback to the SAS group which was focused in magnetic 
material annealing and the MOKE analysis of the magnetic domains of each 
sample. MOKE analysis has also proved that annealing of the race-tracks did not 
bring a benefit because of the non-uniform domain structure after annealing.
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9.3 The performance of different fluxgate sensor 
designs 
 The following paper “Effects of Core Dimensions and Manufacturing 
Procedure on Fluxgate noise” [J1] was published in 2014 in Acta Physica Polonica. 
The author has proved that the demagnetization factor [Primdahl 1989] has a 
significant influence on sensor performance as the sensor size is reduced. However, 
it was shown in the article that the manufacturing procedure has to be taken into 
account when comparing different sensor designs. The measurements and 
simulations were partially provided by Mr. Vyhnánek and Zikmund, respectively, 
and the SAS authors provided the annealed tapes for the different fluxgate designs – 
race-track and ring-cores with two diameters. 
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10 A gradiometer with 30-mm gradient base 
10.1 The “single-core” fluxgate gradiometer 
The single core gradiometer developed by the author is presented below in the 
article [J4] (section 10.4). However to bring an in-depth information about the 
problematic, the following five paragraphs briefly describe the theoretical and 
practical aspects which were associated with the gradiometer construction and 
which did not appear in the article [J4] due to its limited scope. 
10.1.1 Working principle 
The basic principle of the single-core fluxgate ∂Bi/∂i gradiometer involves using 
two (or more) pick-up coils on a common sensor core (Fig. 10.1), instead of two 
separate sensors. This enables the use of small gradiometric bases – below 4 cm.  
According to the state-of-the-art, the sensor can be connected after Fig. 10.1a), 
with antiserially connected pick-up coils and a single detector as seen in [Berkman 
1960] and [Mermelstein 1988]. However, this makes astatization difficult. 
Alternatively, the output of two PSD detectors is subtracted in accordance with Fig. 
10.1b), where the PSD (ADC) gains can be altered to astatize the gradiometer.  
 
 
 
Fig. 10.1 – A single core gradiometer with a) direct signal subtraction, b) detector 
difference 
 
As rod-core (Foerster, Vacquier) fluxgate geometries tend to be noisy at their 
respective ends, which are not well saturated [Ripka 2001, Musmann 2010], the 
favorite core geometry is in this case a race-track. A race-track geometry has the 
advantage of a closed magnetic circuit [Ripka 1993] while preserving lower 
demagnetization than a ring-core.  
The fact that the flux in the magnetic core is not “flattened” by its high 
permeability can be demonstrated by a simple FEM simulation, as shown in Fig. 
10.2 and Fig. 10.3. In these figures, the magnetic flux density profile across the 
linear branch of the race-track path, where the pick-up coil is usually placed, is 
plotted in the presence of a linear, first-order gradient field of 1 µT·m-1. The flux 
density near the rounded race-track parts is influenced by the different 
demagnetization factor, as expected. 
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Fig. 10.2 – FEM simulation 
of the flux density profile in 
a race-track core  
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Fig. 10.3 – Results on the two post-processing paths.      
The applied gradient (red) and the core flux density 
(black) are shown. 
10.1.2 Single core gradiometer noise analysis 
The following results have been presented at the INTERMAG 2011 conference in 
Taipei under the title “Spatial correlation of race-track fluxgate noise”. 
To investigate the noise correlation across a race-track fluxgate sensor core which 
is suitable for single-core gradiometers, the noise profile of a 70-mm PCB-fluxgate 
was measured. The size was chosen for the purposes of a comparison with the sensor 
used by [Ripka 1997]. The excitation frequency was 10 kHz with 10 % duty-cycle 
pulses. The amplitude was 1 A p-p only to pronounce the inhomogeneities and defects 
in the core. The sensitivity change was recalculated for each position of the pick-up 
coil to obtain the noise in the field units. From the noise profile in Fig. 10.4, it is 
evident that the race-track ends are almost 3× noisier than 6 mm away in the direction 
of the core centre (the sensor noise in the middle was 10 pT), even when there is no 
bending stress as the core is etched from a single sheet.  
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Fig. 10.4 – Race-track fluxgate spatial noise profile 
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There can be two reasons for noisy race-track ends: 
 
1. The fluxgate core etched from a flat magnetic tape does not have uniform 
anisotropy along the excitation path due to the anisotropy of the amorphous magnetic 
tape, resulting from the manufacturing process [Ripka 2001]. 
 
2. The level of saturation of the round race-track ends depends strongly on the 
excitation turn distribution at those ends. This is demonstrated by FEM simulation in 
Fig. 10.5. The incremental permeability with 0.5 A excitation current applied to the 
two solenoidal windings (not shown here) is up to 3.4 with no turns on the round part 
and below 1.8 with five extra turns, respectively.  
 
 
  a)        b) 
Fig. 10.5 – Incremental permeability profile for the case without excitation turns (a) 
and with excitation turns (b) at the round race-track ends. The saturation values are 
3.4 (yellow) and 1.001 (black) 
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10.1.3  Noise Correlation  
The performance of a gradiometer depends not only on the overall noise but also 
on the noise correlation at two core positions where the coils will be placed. 
[Buttino 1986] measured the correlation of 
magnetic noise on open cores. For places 
with correlated noise, a cross-spectral 
measurement technique can further 
suppress the core noise, as was described 
by [Koch 2001]. In a theoretical case, the 
correlated noise in a single-core 
gradiometer would be subtracted in this 
case. However, this was at the cost of 
computational power and also averaging, 
and this makes the measurement very 
slow.  
A similar race-track fluxgate to that 
used by [Ripka 1997] was manufactured, 
with two 150-turn pick-up coils. The coils 
were positioned either with the reference 
coil in the fluxgate centre, or at the core 
ends – see Fig. 10.6. As the core did not 
have any extra excitation turns in the round part of the fluxgate, the noise at the 
core-ends is quite high – it was 11 pT·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz at the core ends and 
5 pT·Hz-0.5 @ 1Hz in the middle of the core.  
 
The noise was measured using two SR-830 lock-in amplifiers and a dual-input 
Agilent 5670A FFT analyzer, applying its internal coherence function. The noise 
measurements were made in a 6-layer Permalloy shield – due to its attenuation of 
100,000×, the DC field inside the shield was below 10 nT due to the remanence of 
the shield magnetic material. Thus the sensor works as if it were operating in a 
feedback loop (around zero). 
 
Fig. 10.7 shows the decrease in noise coherence as coil (M) is moved away from 
reference coil (R) towards the edge of the core. The coherence has a 1/f character, 
due to the character of the fluxgate noise: at very low frequencies and thus at large 
noise amplitudes, the noise coherence is higher. The correlation distance, as defined 
by [Buttino 1986], is in turn higher, too. However for higher noise frequencies, and 
thus for lower noise amplitudes, the noise is more local and its coherence is already 
low at 10-mm coil separation.  
Fig. 10.6 – Race-track fluxgate set-up 
for coherence measurement 
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This was repeated for the reference coil at the fluxgate edge. The coherence for 
the same 5-mm steps towards the middle of the fluxgate shows the same 
dependency as in Fig. 10.7. 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 10.7 – Noise coherence with the reference coil (R) in the center. The to the movable 
(M) coil increases with 5-mm steps in the arrow direction. 
 R   
 M 
Fig. 10.8 – Noise coherence with reference coil (R) at the end of the core. The steps 
are again 5 mm. The noise PSD at the reference coil is plotted (in pTrms/√Hz). 
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R
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2
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If the coherence is plotted as a function of the distance for the two reference 
coils, the graph in Fig. 10.9 is obtained. The coherence decreases much faster with 
the edge coil as a reference than in the case of the centre reference coil. Thus the 
correlation path is short for the edge reference coil. The noise is more local (i.e. 
from the unsaturated part of the racetrack) than in the centre: the noise in the centre 
tends to have a global minimum, which would be the noise limit when applying the 
approach by [Koch 2001]. 
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Fig. 10.9 – Coherence as a function of coil separation for the two 
reference coil positions 
 
10.2 The gradient feedback coil 
As the single-core gradiometers by [Berkman 1960], [Mermelstein 1988] and 
[Ripka 1997] operate in open-loop, a gradient-coil for gradient field feedback was 
designed to overcome this problem. By using a gradient feedback coil and the 
corresponding feedback-loop electronics, not only stable sensitivity to the magnetic 
gradient is assured but, in addition, the gradiometric base can also be decreased. 
Further, if two sensors are used in the gradiometer, the gain of the gradiometer with 
gradient feedback coil does not depend on the position of the two sensors. 
 
Gradient coils are extensively used in medicine, but their design tends to be 
complicated [Turner 1993]. For example, [Pouladian-Kari 1990] designed a coil 
with different diameters for each coil segment. Unlike these designs, a simplified 
gradient coil was designed, see Fig. 10.10 [J4]. The diameter of the gradient coil is 
uniform and the coil is discretized in a number of sections with a different number 
of turns. The sections were manufactured by lathe-turning, and the number of turns 
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in each coil section varied in a nearly-linear dependence on the distance from the 
centre of the coil. The coil was 10 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length, and the 
groove-width was 1 mm.  
 
An already existing race-track fluxgate sensor developed at TU Braunschweig 
[Rühmer 2009] was inserted into the manufactured gradiometric coil - Fig. 10.10 b). 
The coil was used not only for feedback but also for signal pickup, and thus enabled 
a fluxgate magnetometer to be converted to a fluxgate gradiometer. 
 
 
a)  b) 
Fig. 10.10 – Gradient feedback coil – the design (a) and the manufactured coil (b) 
 
The field nonlinearity is below 2% at the edges when using an optimized series of 
coil turns (one half had 65, 42, 35, 29, 24, 20, 16, 11, 7, 3) – see Fig. 10.11. The coil 
constant determined from FEM simulation was 1.38 (T·m-1)·A-1. 
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Fig. 10.11 - Gradient coil field profile (blue) and non-linearity (red) 
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10.3 Calibrating coils  
The gain of a gradiometer with a gradient coil has to be determined by 
calibration using a known gradient field source. Gradient calibrating coils (Maxell-
pair) have been designed and custom built at TU Braunschweig, see Fig. 10.12 - G. 
A four-coil system [Kirschwink 1992] for creating a homogeneous field (H) shared 
the same 0.44×0.44×0.47 m3 coil frame. 
 
 
 
Fig. 10.12 – The structure of the 
calibration coils  
 
Fig. 10.13 – The single-core 
gradiometer during calibration 
The coil constants (KH=122 µT·A-1, KG=78 µT·m-1·A-1) were obtained by FEM 
modeling, and were verified by measurements with a calibrated solenoid – see Fig. 
10.14 and Fig. 10.15. For the homogeneous coil, the area with ±1000 ppm 
homogeneity was 170×100 mm2. This is more than twice the value for Helmholtz 
coils of comparable size. High field homogeneity is required for astatizing a 
gradiometer and for measuring gradiometer CMRR. 
 
 
Fig. 10.14 – The field profile of the 
homogeneous coils. Colour map scale is 500 nT.  
 
Fig. 10.15 – Field profile of the gradient 
coils. The colour map scale is ±100 µT 
 
H 
G 
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10.4 Single-core gradiometer with gradient feedback loop 
Using the gradient feedback coil, the author proposed the feedback operation of 
the gradiometer. In addition, unlike in previous designs, an additional feedback coil 
is used to suppress also the large homogeneous field: the large common-mode 
caused by the homogeneous Earth’s field is reduced and, as the core is kept in the 
nearly zero-field, the inhomogeneities of the magnetic core play a minor role in 
gradiometer astatization.  
 
 
Fig. 10.16 – A single core gradiometer with gradient feedback, redrawn 
from [P1] 
 
The principal circuit of the gradiometer, which has been patented by the author 
[P1] is shown in Fig. 10.16. The two electronics (gradient and homogeneous) work 
simultaneously with their respective feedback (and also pick-up) coils 
compensating the homogeneous field and the magnetic field gradient. The feedback 
loop (gradient or homogeneous) is facilitated using a V/I converter, and the output 
voltage of each channel is proportional to the feedback current, sensed on resistor 
R, which is a typical circuit for feedback-operated fluxgate magnetometer [Ripka 
2001]. 
The following paper “Single-core fluxgate gradiometer with simultaneous 
gradient and homogeneous feedback operation” [J4] was published in Journal of 
Applied Physics in 2012 after presenting at the 56th Conference on Magnetism and 
Magnetic Materials. It describes the construction and the performance of the 
feedback-loop operated single-core gradiometer developed during the author’s stay 
at TU Braunschweig in 2011. The author provided a major contribution to the 
publication both in the theoretical part and experimental results. 
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10.5 The dual-core feedback-loop operated gradiometer 
The high noise – 4 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 – of the single-core gradiometer described in 
[J4] was found to be caused by: 
 
 Low sensitivity of the gradient coil when used as a sensing coil: 
14 V·(T·m-1)-1 sensitivity and 5 nV input amplifier white noise leads to 
approx. 0.4 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 white noise. 
 The high constant of the gradient coil: for compensating 1 nT·m-1, only 
approx. 0.7 nA compensating current was needed, which is well within the 
noise of the operational amplifiers. 
 The noisy race-track ends were sensed by the gradient coil (this took place 
where the number of turns of the combined sensing/compensating coil was 
highest). Due to the low correlation the noise is not suppressed. 
 
The first and second noise sources are coupled together, so the design of the 
gradient coil, if it is to serve both for signal pick-up and for signal compensation, is 
a trade-off. In order to overcome the problems of the single-core gradiometer, a 
classical “dual-core” gradiometer, was proposed with two ring-core fluxgate 
sensors, but using the gradient feedback coil, see Fig. 10.17 [Janošek 2011]. 
Because two separate fluxgate sensors are used, their gains can be controlled and 
the noise correlation is kept to a minimum. The ring-core sensors that were 
developed and used in the gradiometer also have the advantage of low noise 
(Chapter 9). 
The two cores as shown in Fig. 10.17 and Fig. 10.18  are placed in the milled 
bobbin (8), where homogeneous and gradient feedback coils are wound - Fig. 10.19 
and Fig. 10.20. Pick-up coils 14 and 24 serve as sense coils only. The signals for the 
error detector of the gradient and homogeneous feedback loops are obtained by 
summing or subtracting the (phase sensitive) rectified pick-up signals of the 
respective coils.  
 
 
Fig. 10.17 – The dual-core gradiometer - from 
[Janošek 2011]. 
 
Fig. 10.18 – The sensor head milled from 
PEEK GF30, before winding the respective 
feedback coils.  
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Fig. 10.19 – Gradiometer head #1 milled with a 
FR4 coil bobbin.  
 
Fig. 10.20 – Gradiometer head #2, using the 
PEEK bobbin, H feedback coil (orange wire) 
not yet optimized. 
  
The number of turns of the gradient s coil was optimized by FEM simulation. 
The number of milled grooves was 23. The homogeneous feedback coil was also 
optimized to provide better field flatness than a regular solenoid: instead of uniform 
turns density, the number of turns of the homogeneous feedback coil was  54, 4, 28, 
0, 28, 0, 28, 0, 28, 0, 27, 1 (and vice-versa) which resulted in H-feedback 
nonlinearity less than 0.5% (Fig. 10.21). 
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Fig. 10.21 – The field profile and the non-linearity of the gradient coil (left) and the homogeneous 
coil (right) – from FEM simulation in FLUX 3D 
 
The gradiometer operation was verified in a MATLAB Simulink, confirming 
that in the feedback-loop operation (assuming an ideal controller - integrator - in the 
feedback), the gradiometer gain is independent of the individual sensor gains and 
their position, as long they stay in the linear region of the gradient coil. This is an 
inherent advantage over any other gradiometer structure with separate sensors or 
sensor elements [Sasada 2014, Griffin 2012]. It was also found that the offsets in 
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the summing and subtracting circuits should be kept low, otherwise a large 
gradiometric offset arises. This was later verified on the constructed gradiometer. 
 
The gradiometer has been constructed by collaboration with CSRC s.r.o. 
company in the frame of a project of Technology Agency of the Czech Republic – 
the power supply and FPGA-driven excitation board was provided by the company 
[CSRC 2013]. 
 
 
 
 
 
The next proceedings paper “Dual-core fluxgate gradiometer with gradient 
feedback” [W1] was presented at the 2013 IEEE Conference on Sensors. The paper 
describes the structure and the operation of a dual-core gradiometer and the 
parameters – noise and parasitic sensitivity to homogeneous fields – are determined. 
We were able to astatize the gradiometer in a specific orientation to the Earth’s field 
requiring only the information about the homogeneous field in the gradiometer axis 
which is provided by the gradiometer anyhow. Because of limited scope of the 
proceedings paper, the relation of the proposed astatization to the method 
introduced in [Merayo 2001] is not shown - it is given in the next paragraph. The 
gradiometer parameters have been later improved by increasing the gradiometric 
base from 20 to 30 mm. The author’s contribution was in the gradiometer design, its 
astatization and field measurements, together with synthesis of the results. 
Fig. 10.22 – The gradiometer head with the gradiometer electronics 
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10.6 Astatization 
10.6.1 Simplified astatization in detail 
The previous paper [W1] presented a simple algorithm for astatization of the 
gradiometer with gradient feedback, which was derived experimentally. We showed 
that for a specific orientation of the probe in the Earth’s field, information about the 
homogeneous field H is sufficient to astatize the gradiometer up to a certain level. 
Because of the limited scope of the published paper, additional information is 
supplied below which shows the relation with the astatization approach of [Merayo 
2001]. 
 
For two-sensor gradiometer astatization, we can consider the Equation 8.7, 
where G ′′  - as defined in [W1] - is the error term due to sensor misalignments: 
 
)coscossinsin( 00002 ϕθθϕθϕ +−=′′ BaG    (10.1) 
 
However, if we keep angle φ0 near to 90° using the coordinate system of 
[Merayo 2001], i.e. if the probe orientation in the Earth’s field is N-S as in [W1] , 
we arrive at: 
 
)sin( 02 θϕBaG −≅′′       (10.2) 
 
Finally, we arrive at an almost identical equation, which was found in [W1] 
(assuming that the angle φ is constant): 
 
KBG ⋅⋅≅′′ 0sinθ        (10.3) 
 
Angle 0θ  can be calculated, when we know the (approximate) Earth’s field flux 
density scalar value BE (approx. 48,000 nT in our location) and we have appropriate 
information about the homogeneous field measured by the homogeneous channel of 
the gradiometer BH : 
 
E
H
B
B1
0 cos
−
=θ         (10.4) 
 
This simple astatization can be applied e.g. in UXO detection. The CMRR of the 
gradiometer can be then improved without using an orthogonal X-Y sensor pair, if 
the scanning direction is maintained North-South and if this direction is kept during 
scanning. 
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10.6.2 Full astatization  
If the gradiometer is to be moved freely in the Earth’s field, the condition of 
simplified astatization (10.6.1) cannot be fulfilled and thus full astatization (8.2.1) is 
essential. Also in this case, two orthogonal sensors have been added; in the form of 
an additional digital magnetometer (Fig. 10.23), which was developed in the scope 
of a Technology Agency project [CSRC 2013]. 
 
 
Fig. 10.23 – Assembly of the gradiometer (right) and magnetometer (left) used for astatization 
 
The gradiometer output was digitized with the spare 4th channel of the 24-bit 
A/D converter of the digital magnetometer. Information about the homogeneous 
field was used from the gradiometer: BX and BY were sensed by the magnetometer 
head, and the BZ component was the component compensated by the gradiometer 
homogeneous feedback coil. Astatization was carried out at the former geophysical 
observatory in Průhonice park with a low field gradient (estimated by scalar 
measurement « 10 nT·m-1) and low magnetic field disturbances (< 5 nT p-p). The 
astatization used the simplified term introduced by Eq. 8.5 in section 8.2.2.  
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MX, MY and MZ were obtained directly as the A/D converter output (the range of 
24 bits was roughly equivalent to ±75 µT). Fast sampling of the magnetometer 
(200 Sa/s) enabled precise calibration even when the rotations were performed 
manually. The gradiometer raw output GZZ was obtained in gradient units using the 
calibrated gradient sensitivity SG = 190,000 (V·T-1)·m-1. 
 
Bz, Gzz 
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Fig. 10.24 – The result of full astatization of the dual-core gradiometer 
 
After astatization, the response of the gradiometer to a homogeneous field was 
less than 50 nT p-p for full movement in the Earth’s field, see Fig. 10.24. This 
corresponds to approx. 90 dB CMRR (the gradiometric base is 30-mm). 
 
10.7 Field trials with the gradiometer 
In addition to measuring the gradiometer noise and astatizing it, several field 
trials were conducted 
using the dual-core 
gradiometer. Fig. 
10.25 shows the 
results of a “walking 
trial” simulating the 
gradiometer as a UXO 
detector. The target (a 
bunch of house keys) 
was passed with the 
gradiometer probe 
20 cm above it from 
several directions, 
holding the probe 
approximately vertical 
by hand.  
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Fig. 10.25 – The “walking trial” demonstrates the necessity 
of astatization 
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The trial was conducted in a public park, surrounded by heavy DC traction 
traffic (an underground railway, a light railway). It can be seen that, even for this 
small movement, astatization is essential to obtain meaningful results. The baseline 
is not straight, because there is a DC gradient present at the location.  
 
 The gradient noise 
measured at a location of 
this kind provides 
interesting information. 
The probe was kept fixed, 
and the output was 
logged for 2 minutes. The 
noise spectra in Fig. 
10.26 show that 
astatization improves the 
noise floor of the 
gradiometer below 1 Hz. 
At 1 Hz the noise is 
already comparable to 
that measured in a 
magnetic shield [W1]. 
The time-domain comparison is shown in Fig. 10.27. Even for a fixed position 
of the gradiometer, a high level of low-frequency homogeneous noise (from distant 
sources) deteriorates the performance, when astatization is not applied, due to its 
low CMRR – up to 600 nT p-p was observed. However the astatized gradiometer 
exhibits about 20 nT p-p noise only (its drift was caused by non-ideal fixation). 
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Fig. 10.26 – Gradient noise at the location 
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Fig. 10.27 – The same data as for Fig. 10.26, in the time 
domain 
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Another trial was carried out at the Průhonice observatory, with low magnetic 
field disturbances and a low magnetic gradient. The test target (horizontally placed 
pliers) was scanned with the gradiometer head located vertically in an orthogonal 
grid with a vertical distance (lift-off) to target of 5 cm and 30 cm, respectively. The 
probe was positioned manually in a two-dimensional grid. The results are shown in 
the Fig. 10.28 both for the raw gradiometer reading and for the numerically 
astatized gradiometer. For the lowest lift-off, the strong source can be detected 
easily with the gradiometer, without any astatization. However, astatization is 
essential for the largest lift-off. 
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Fig. 10.28  - The raw and astatized output for a lift-off of 5 (top) and 30 cm (bottom) 
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11 Tensor gradiometer proposal 
 
A standard approach for creating a tensor gradiometer would be to use three or 
more triaxial sensor heads with the sensors that we have developed to create the 
full-tensor gradiometer [Pei 2009]. This is already possible using the magnetometer 
presented in [CSRC 2013]. The size of developed low-noise fluxgate sensors 
however allows the gradiometer head to be miniaturized.  
 
The solution presented in [Huang 2010] is promising, but a disadvantage is the 
non-uniqueness of the gradiometer base of the respective axes. Instead, a 
modification using 10 sensors is proposed below. If the sensors are of the race-track 
type (Chapter 9.1), the sensor head can be constructed according to Fig. 11.1. A 
similar design was presented in [Griffin 2012] but they used open-core Vacquier 
fluxgates working in open-loop. In our case, race-track sensors are preferred 
because they have lower power consumption than the ring-core sensors that have 
been developed. 
 
According to Fig. 11.1, the five independent components are sensed with the 
following sensor pairs: 
∂Bx/∂x, ∂By/∂y  2-9, 4-6 
∂Bx/∂y   5-7 
∂Bz/∂x, ∂Bz/∂y  1-10, 3-8 
 
Fig. 11.1 – The tensor gradiometer head with race-track sensors 
 
The 20-mm length of the race-tracks will allow 46×46×46 mm3 sensor head size 
(the size limit of LISA gradiometer), if sensors 2,9 and 4,6 overlap. Otherwise the 
sensor head is limited to approx. 60×60×30 mm3 due to the sensor length of 20-mm.  
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12 Conclusions 
This thesis has addressed the research topics associated with the development 
and construction of a compact, low-noise magnetic gradiometer suitable for the 
space environment. A low gradiometric base is required due to constructional 
constraints and the need for a precise estimate of the magnetic gradient. Another 
advantage of a short base is better suppression of disturbing signal from distant 
sources when detecting the fast-decaying response of small magnetic field sources. 
With the help of the developed, compact, low-noise fluxgate sensors, the main 
thesis goal was achieved – a novel gradiometer with 30-mm gradiometric base and 
noise of 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz has been successfully developed, astatized and 
tested. The novel and unconventional concept of simultaneous gradient and 
homogeneous feedback overcomes most of the problems of state-of-the-art compact 
gradiometers of this type.  The astatization allowed to increase the gradiometer 
CMRR up to 90 dB. The construction of a full-tensor gradiometer has been also 
proposed, with the novel race-track fluxgate sensors that have been developed and 
tested. They are also small enough to fulfil the sensor head size requirement of 
46×46×46 mm3 for the LISA mission.  
The novel gradient-feedback operated gradiometers that I have developed in the 
thesis are applicable in UXO detection, in archaeology, and in biomedicine, where 
the gradiometers are faced by high common-mode fields. In addition, the 
parameters of developed magnetic sensors (mainly the noise and offset) have been 
tested in an extended temperature range, and their suitability for space-grade 
applications has been confirmed. 
 
12.1 Achieved objectives 
I. Magnetic sensor selection and evaluation. AMR and fluxgate sensors have 
been selected as the best candidates, both suitable for space environment, 
based on a review article I have co-authored (Chapter 4). I have studied the 
crossfield response for both fluxgate and AMR’s (Chapter 5). I have studied 
the high crossfield response of PCB fluxgates with planar, etched cores and 
addressed its origin for the first time (section 5.2). I have also participated in 
deriving a novel algorithm to suppress the crossfield response of AMR’s. 
II. Gradiometer performance with available magnetic sensors. I have developed 
an original ∂Bx/∂y PCB fluxgate gradiometer for magnetic field mapping 
(Chapter 6) and a novel mine-detector with AC excitation based on a 4×4 
array of ∂Bz/∂z AMR gradiometers (Chapter 7). Performance of both 
instruments has been studied and evaluated; I have found the magnetic sensor 
noise as a limiting factor for both sensor types. 
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III. Gradiometer astatization. I have studied suitable astatization techniques for a 
state-of-the art fluxgate gradiometer with 10-cm gradiometric base (Chapter 
8). I have proposed an original, linearized astatization method, which later 
allowed for CMRR of up to 90 dB in the case of the compact gradiometer 
with 30-mm gradiometric base (section 10.6). 
IV. A compact, low-noise magnetic sensor. To meet the main thesis goal, I have 
developed two miniaturized low-noise fluxgate sensors - a novel, 
20×11×2 mm3 race-track and a 20×20×8 mm3 ring-core sensor (Chapter 9). 
Field annealing of the 12-mm diameter ring-core enabled its magnetic noise 
to be decreased down to 7 pT·Hz-0.5 @ 1 Hz - this is the lowest noise of 
sensor of this size and type found in literature. I have also tested the 
parameters of the developed sensors (noise, offset) in an extended 
temperature range and confirmed their suitability for space-grade 
applications. The size of the developed sensors allowed to reduce the 
gradiometric base below 40 mm and also to propose a 46×46×46 mm3 full-
tensor gradiometer. 
V. Further development of the single-core gradiometer concept. I have focused 
on this objective in a substantial part of the thesis (Chapter 10). For the first 
time, I have studied the noise profile and correlation in a single-core fluxgate 
gradiometer (section 10.1). I have proposed a novel, original concept of 
gradient feedback, which I have later implemented in two gradiometer types 
in order to overcome the stability problems of the state-of-the-art, compact 
instruments (section 10.2). The “single-core” gradiometer had a gradiometric 
base of 40-mm and the novel “dual-core” gradiometer with 30-mm base has 
finally met the noise requirement of 1 nT·m-1·Hz-0.5@ 1 Hz (section 10.5). I 
have carried out gradiometer astatization with the novel method and have 
presented real-world measurements (section 10.7). 
 
12.2 Outlook 
The gradiometers developed within the framework of the thesis should be 
considered as a proof-of-concept. Several further improvements and modifications 
would be beneficial for operational use, as was already done in the AMR 
gradiometer which was converted for detection of concealed structures in civil 
engineering [Zikmund 2013]. 
As an example, the developed axial gradiometers with gradient-coil feedback 
compensation can be improved by integrating the X and Y orthogonal sensor pair 
(used for astatization) directly into the gradiometer head. This would establish a 
ready-to-use instrument. It would also be possible to use a sensor with inferior 
parameters (a two-axis AMR magnetometer) for this purpose. 
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Further, the size of the dual-core gradiometer head could be possibly reduced by 
using a different manufacturing process (circular-shaped feedback coils, as in the 
case of a single-core gradiometer). Our racetrack sensor, which has been proposed 
for the tensor gradiometer due its low power consumption, could also be used in the 
axial gradiometer. This would lower its power consumption and mass. 
As the construction of the full-tensor LISA gradiometer was assigned by ESA to 
another institute [Griffin 2012], rather the development of the suitable sensors than 
the construction of full tensor gradiometer was accented in the thesis. However, the 
full tensor gradiometer proposed in Chapter 11 is currently under development by 
the author in the framework of a Technology Agency of the Czech Republic project 
and its performance with the developed miniature sensors will be tested. 
Finally, there is still a wide area of research in reducing the dimensions and 
possibly also the noise of fluxgate sensors which was apparent during the 
development of the low-noise sensors presented in the thesis. For example, recent 
advances in so-called fundamental-mode fluxgate sensors could benefit the 
construction of gradiometers which was recently proved by [Sasada 2014]. The 
material properties of classical, parallel fluxgates are usually improved by magnetic 
annealing as was shown in the presented work. However since the advent of 
amorphous magnetic materials in the late 1980’s, only a limited number of 
annealing techniques and recipes have been developed which really lower the noise 
of fluxgate sensors with amorphous cores [Nielsen 1991], [Musmann 2010], [J3]. 
With the recent development of magnetic materials, improvements in the magnetic 
noise of fluxgate sensors can be anticipated in the future - nanocrystalline alloys 
with their inherent temperature stability are promising for fluxgate cores [Butvin 
2010]. However a suitable annealing technique, bringing their noise to the level of 
amorphous ones, is yet to be found. 
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15 Abbreviations  
 
AC    Alternating current 
ADC Analog-to-digital converter 
AMR Anisotropic magneto-resistor 
CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio 
CTU Czech Technical University  
DC     Direct current 
ESA  European Space Agency 
FEM Finite element method 
LISA Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (Project) 
NDT Non-destructive testing 
PCB Printed circuit-board 
PSD  Power spectral density 
SAS  Slovak Academy of Sciences 
SDT Spin-dependent tunneling (device) 
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 
SQUID  Superconducting quantum interference device 
UXO Unexploded ordnance 
